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 Bill Reid’s painting Perils of the Pony Express won First Place in the Art Center Waco’s 1981 
Competition, and as the winning artist Bill was awarded an individual exhibition held at Art Center 
Waco from November 20, 1982 – January 2, 1983. It is through that show, and the Art Center’s then 
Preparator, Greg Hendren, that we became aware of Bill’s unique work which immediately captivated 
The Brinton’s Curatorial Staff with its innovative rendering of a traditional theme. Director of the 
Art Center Waco at the time of Bill’s show was Paul Rogers Harris (1933-2019), a highly respected 
museum director, educator and curator. 

 In the exhibition brochure for Bill Reid, Paintings and Drawings Mr. Harris recognized the 
truck driver’s creative honesty as well as his admiration of the West, both historic and contemporary. 
Harris also pointed out how admirably Bill had woven the production of his artwork around the 
schedule required by his profession as a driver for the Western Auto Distribution Center. Thanks 
to that publication we learn that Reid’s paintings spring out of an acrylic paint set received as a 
Christmas gift from his wife Kitty in 1979, an oil set followed in 1980, and learn that Bill doesn’t 
always follow expectations. “The first time I made art was in Vacation Bible School.” That assignment 
revolved around a pattern project which held no interest to Bill, so the teacher gave him a block 
of wood into which, with the use of his pocket knife, he carved a flower. As you will see in this 
exhibition, Bill has deftly incorporated his ability to carve relief images into many of his paintings.

 A conversation with Bill Reid is not only enlightening regarding his working process, it is 
perhaps the only thing more enjoyable than viewing his artwork. He is unassuming, witty, and wry. 
When questioned about his inspiration he replied, “I don’t know if I even know, how I come up with 
them. Sometimes it’s as simple as seeing a picture in a magazine, other times it comes from a drawing 
I’ve done. Friends, relatives and casual acquaintances give me suggestions. Different feelings tells [sic] 
me what will make a good picture, and I tell you, some of them I should have let pass.” Bill relates 
that the problem with following through with unsolicited subject matter is feeling obligated to show 
the finished piece to the person who instigated its creation. He has had people pay him three times 
the amount he had thought to charge, while others felt that he should deliver the painting gratis. In 
discussing prices with friends, Bill has been known to say, “I’ll give it to you. Is that cheap enough?”

 In speaking with Bill, I learned that he developed his carving style in the early 1970s, and 
that it sprang forth from a joke turned into a dare. Bill’s account begins thus: “This friend gave my 
wife this picture of Don Quixote and his servant (Sancho Panza). It was on a plywood board using 
only black and brown paint. So I said, “Heck I can beat that.” And Kitty says. “Ok Big Mouth, let’s 
see you do it.” So Bill retreated to his shop, took out his pocket knife and began carving on a piece of 
plywood, which he found not conducive to his working method. He kept his pocket knife but changed 
to carving on planks of white or yellow pine, and has sharpened through a number of pocket knives.  

Bill Reid (b. 1941) Self-Trained Artist
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Before I could ask Bill why he uses a pocket knife and not wood carving tools, he said, “People have 
suggested that I use wood working tools and criticized me for not doing so, but it would kill the thing 
I set out to accomplish. It’s mine and I don’t care to change it.” Carving is a time consuming and non-
forgiving process, “You make a mistake, you can’t go back,” so he does oil on canvas and watercolors as 
well. We talked about the impulse to create, “Sometimes I go to the studio door, open it, turn around 
and walk away. Other times I go in there and spend 6 – 8 hours straight. Depends upon the mood.” 
Drawing is an important part of Reid’s process, he keeps drawing pads around his home and is known 
to sketch while watching television. The genesis of nearly every painting is a drawing, he likes to plan 
out everything that goes into his painting beforehand.

 Criticism doesn’t bother Bill, “Criticism helps, it has helped me. My own wife is my worst 
critic, and my best supporter. Trial and error is how I taught myself, and I’ve made a bunch of them 
and I’m still doing ‘em today. I love the ability to create.”

Ken Schuster
Director & Chief Curator
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 Everyone loves a good story and Americans love the story of the forever American West. Made 
popular by dime novels and pulp fiction, a love affair with gunslingers and cowboys crept into the 
American psyche and stayed there. By the 1950s and 60s classics such as Hop Along Cassidy and The 
Lone Ranger appeared in our living rooms on Saturday morning television. To heck with chores. 
William Boyd was about to catch the bad guy. Throw into the mix the undeniable film popularity 
of infamous outlaws – imagined and real – who rode lightning-speed horses alongside fast-moving 
trains – Jesse James and Cole Younger – and you have an image of an American West oozing with 
fantasy. It’s this romanticized vision which Bill Reid taps into for his art. As a truck driver for 
Western Auto Distribution Center in Temple, Texas, he spent countless hours on the road crisscrossing 
endless miles of Texas landscape, and beyond. To keep entertained he made notes of what he saw 
and then used these subjects to create paintings and small watercolors. These works later expanded 
into imaginary narratives which are undeniably Bill Reid in style. It’s the bygone era that interests 
him and the hard and rugged life of earlier days. It’s cattle and campfires which call to a nostalgia 
prominent in his work. Throw in buffalo and prairie dogs and the occasional bank robbery and you 
have Spirits of the West: Bill Reid Retrospective. 

 At a young age, Bill started carving into wood as a hobby and then began adding stains and 
later paint for color. A Christmas gift in the 1970s of a twenty-four by thirty-six-inch canvas with 
paints and brushes from his wife, Kitty, sparked the beginning of a larger body of work. From 
there, Bill says his art just took off and he started painting. And paint he did. His quintessential 
accomplishment, Perils of the Pony Express, measuring forty-eight by seventy-two inches, depicts a 
daring young rider on a fast horse, revolver in hand, fending off an attack. Deservedly, this painting 
was awarded Best in Show at The Art Center 1981 Competition in Waco, Texas. Wit and humor are 
paramount in his subjects; color is central to his art. Bill’s fire orange prairie in Life on the Caprock is 
artistically perfect. In turn, his delicate use of blue tones in Checking the Herd ingeniously draws us 
right into the moment. It’s artist Bill portraying life in the saddle and we get to share it through his 
eyes. 

 I was first introduced to Bill and Kitty Reid in 2018. Their warm Texan manners won my 
heart and Bill’s art won my affection. He is a self-taught artist who captures a genre that is as real to 
his soul as cowboys and bucking broncs are to artistic masters of the Old American West. It would 
have been a joy to be a fly on the windshield of his 18-wheeler and take in all the scenes that went 
through Bill’s mind as he imagined paintings to be made. Spirits of the West: Bill Reid Retrospective 
gives us a glimpse of this personal journey.

Barbara McNab
Curator of Exhibitions

About the Art of Bill Reid
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Two Windows
 The two windows in my study look out upon two vistas. The first, from my study on the 
sixteenth floor of a New York City apartment, looks West over several avenues of Manhattan across 
beige, terra cotta and white brick buildings to the horizon of more buildings in New Jersey. The 
bricks, glass and steel blend into a bland, dispiriting brown. Not to sound overwhelmingly defeated, 
blue skies and sunsets do appear. Down below cars are parked along streets and a sparse row of trees 
standing twenty yards apart line the sidewalk. The sound of ambulance sirens, the jarring fire engine 
blasts, and truck and cars horns occur daily.

 Through the second window that Bill Reid created, looking several thousand miles further 
West, magnificent dark blue rain clouds slowly pass across the light-blue sky and fill the right corner 
of the window. Their powerful presence floats slowly above the dark blue and green hills filling the 
horizon. Deep brown and sandy colored hills rest quietly in front. Miles and miles of golden grasses 
with patches of green cover an open range.

 Two prairie dogs, a watchful mother and squeaking pup, live and play in the left corner. Two 
cowboys, facing different directions, ride powerful bucking horses. The energy and pleasure of 
the nearest snorting horse, the easy balance of the cowboy is vividly apparent. In the background, 
cowboys sit on hard dirt, cushioned by their blankets, and stand next to a covered wagon while 
casually watching the lively pair. Further away is a corral of horses, and even further, near the sandy 
hills, cattle run across the prairie carefully guided by a cowboy riding a galloping horse.

 Fresh, cool air, that I breath in deeply, hold briefly and slowly exhale, carrying the scent 
of rain and the sweet smell of prairie grasses fills the room. The familiar sounds of cattle and the 
friendly, energetic voices of the cowboys and their beloved horses resonate in the room. Each night 
the window looks out at the galaxy, the milky way and shooting stars undisturbed by the glow of city 
lights.

 During the last two years I have looked far more frequently and intensely through this magical 
window that Bill created by carving this scene in low relief in wood and meticulously painting in 
detail, and stood briefly, transported from the city, in front of a vast panorama in the West. Seeing 
the playful relationship between a horse and a cowboy, the landscape’s saturated colors, listening to 
the gentle sounds of nature, smelling the fresh air, and feeling the wind, brings great pleasure and joy 
every day.

 Greg Hendren
Artist, Art collector, Patron & Former Preparator
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West Texas Windmill, wood relief, 1979, 21.5” x 11.5”
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Feeling Friskie, wood relief, 1980, 30” x 29.5”

Collection of Greg Hendren and Ruth Eisenberg
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Hungry Racoon and Fresh Berries, wood relief, 1980, 11.5” x 15.5”
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Ten Point Buck, wood relief, 1980, 11.5” x 15.5”
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Bank Robbery, acrylic, 1980, 18” x 24”

Collection of The Brinton Museum
Gift of Greg Hendren
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Horseback the High Trail, acrylic, 1981, 18” x 24”
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Perils of the Pony Express, acrylic, 1981, 48” x 72”
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Supplies Before Winter, wood relief, 1982, 18.5” x 37.5”
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Clog Dance at Sundown, acrylic, 1982, 36” x 48”
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Checking the Herd, wood relief, 1983, 21.25” x 36”
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Securing the Pack Saddle, wood relief, 1983, 11” x 12.5”
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End of a Long Hard Day - The Artist, oil, 1983, 16” x 24”

verso: Ranch House Motel, Leaky, Texas
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Stopping The Iron Horse, oil, 1998, 24” x 36”
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Young Riders - Saddle Buddies, oil, 2003, 16” x 20”
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Solitude, oil, 2016, 20” x 24”
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Country Living, oil, 2017, 16” x 20”
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Life on the Caprock, oil, 2020, 24” x 36”



Exhibit Checklist
West Texas Windmill, 1979
wood relief, 21.5” x 11.5”

The Bull Rider, 1980
acrylic, 27.5” x 22”

Hungry Racoon and Fresh Berries, 1980
wood relief, 11.5” x 15.5”

Wild Turkeys - Hill Country Wild Life, 1980
wood relief, 11.25” x 15.5”

Ten Point Buck, 1980
wood relief, 11.5” x 15.5”

Bank Robbery, 1980
acrylic, 18” x 24”
The Brinton Museum Collection
Gift of Greg Hendren

Bronc at Chimney Rock, Nebraska, A Landmark 
of the Old Oregon Trail, 1980
oil, 22” x 28”
The Brinton Museum Collection
Gift of Greg Hendren

Feeling Friskie, 1980
wood relief, 30” x 29.5”
Collection of Greg Hendren and Ruth Eisenberg

Horseback the High Trail, 1981
acrylic, 18” x 24”

Perils of the Pony Express, 1981
acrylic, 48” x 72”

The Cowboy, 1981
watercolor, 16” x 11.25”

Clog Dance at Sundown, 1982
acrylic, 36” x 48”

Supplies Before Winter, 1982
wood relief, 18.5” x 37.5”

Checking the Herd, 1983
wood relief, 21.25” x 36”

Securing the Pack Saddle, 1983
wood relief, 11” x 12.5”

End of a Long Hard Day - The Artist, 1983
oil, 16” x 24”
verso: Ranch House Motel, Leaky, Texas

Deserted, 1984
watercolor, 10.5” x 12.5”

Stopping the Iron Horse, 1998
oil, 24” x 36”

Wild Horses, 2003
acrylic, 24” x 30”

Young Riders - Saddle Buddies, 2003
oil, 16” x 20”

Camp Cooks, 2007
acrylic, 20” x 16”



Frosty Morning, 2009
acrylic, 20” x 16”

Time Passed, 2009
wood relief, 11.25” x 22”
verso: 3400 Class Locomotive
Built by Baldwin
Built in 1921
4-6-2 (4 wheels forward - 6 pulling wheels - 2 wheels
back)
Rebuilt in 3/1944
Weight 319,794 LBs. (Engine)
Weight 396,000 LBs. (Tender)
Donated to Temple 6/29/1955
Designed to pull passenger cars

Solitude, 2016
oil, 20” x 24”

Watering Hole, 2016
oil, 18” x 24”

Country Living, 2017
oil, 16” x 20”

Brigham Young’s Wish, 2018
wood relief, 11.25” x 31.25”

No One in Camp, 2018
wood relief, 11.25” x 18.25”

Life on the Caprock, 2020
oil, 24” x 36”

The Bounty Hunter, 2020
oil, 16” x 20”
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